Oahe Downstream Archery Range

Competition Style Course with 14 Stations

Practice Range

Broadheads Targets

No Broadheads

Parking

Toilets

* Field Points except where designated
Oahe Downstream Outdoor Archery Range Rules

- Only Target or Field points are allowed to be shot at the target butts. Shoot at target butts only.

- Broadheads are not allowed on the 14-station course or practice range. Use the broadhead target pit at entrance of range for your hunting points only. See signage.

- No firearms are allowed to be shot at target butts on this range.

- Archers must enter archery course as designated and follow all stations in numerical order. Entering the range other than designated can be extremely dangerous! Follow directional signage, shoot only from trail and view map for details.

- Caution - When looking for a lost arrow behind the target butts, always hang bow or something visible on the front of the target or have someone stand in front of the target.

- Please respect the outdoor range. Place any trash or refuse in proper containers.

- All archers are expected to practice proper safety at all times.

- No vehicles of any type are permitted on this range unless authorized by a SDGFP designated agent.

- Range is open during daylight hours ONLY.